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We onsider the dynami s of the harge arriers in a tunneling-enhan ed per olation network,
named as a Random Resistor um Tunneling-bond Network (RRTN), where we allow tunneling in
the gap between two randomly thrown nearest neighbour metalli bonds only. Our earlier studies involved the d and a nonlinear response, the per olative aspe ts, diele tri breakdown, lowtemperature variable range hopping (VRH) ondu tion, et . in the RRTN. Here we study the
non-equilibrium dynami s of the arriers. With two far-from-equilibrium, initial inverse power-law
relaxations extending over several de ades, the dynami s has a lot of similarities with a wide variety of naturally o uring avalan he-like, run-away phenomena in driven, disordered systems with
statisti ally orrelated randomness. In the power-law regime, the RRTN violates the Boltzmann's
(or, Debye) relaxation time approximation strongly. Beyond this regime, the response relaxes exponentially fast (a quires one time-s ale) to a steady-state, and thus the relaxation approximation
be omes exa t.
PACS numbers: 71.55.Jv, 89.75.-k, 89.75.H

I.

INTRODUCTION

Slow relaxation phenomena in random omposite materials made of omponents having widely dierent generalized
sus eptibilities (e.g., permeability, diele tri onstant, ele tri al/ thermal ondu tivity, vis osity, elasti modulii et .),
ontinue to remain intriguing and hen e a topi of intense resear h. The sus eptibility, being a measure of the
response of a system to an appropriate external perturbation or a driving for e, is typi ally assumed to be linear
under a vanishingly small external for e. But, many natural systems/ phenomena do not show any measurable
response until an appropriate driving for e ex eeds a measurable threshold. For example, a rigid body on a rough
surfa e does not move until the driving for e ex eeds a nite fri tional for e. More intriguingly, it is almost a law
of nature that in su h driven, ma ros opi systems, the response hara teristi is nonlinear [1℄ with a on ommitant
riti al behaviour at the threshold. Besides the ase of fri tional motion, nonlinear response above a threshold is also
found in pinned harge-density-wave systems, disordered granular super ondu tors [2℄, et .
In studying the dynami al behaviour of a material, one usually measures its appropriate response property, say,
φ(t), as a fun tion of time t, from a non-equilibrium to an equilibrium (for a losed system) or to a steady (for an open
system) state. In general, this relaxation is lassied into two groups: (i) a purely Debye type with an exponential
relaxation fun tion, φ(t) = exp(−t/τ ), τ being a hara teristi time-s ale, alled the relaxation time; or (ii) a nonDebye type where φ(t) is either a linear superposition of exponential fun tions, or a sub-exponential fun tion (as in
some glassy systems), with multiple relaxation times. In more intriguing ases, this non-Debye relaxation may even
be a power-law or a logarithmi fun tion, without any time-s ale, or one with τ → ∞. The appearen e of su h a
s ale-free, slow dynami s with one or more power-laws from the early stages of evolution, is what on erns us here
be ause of the fundamental issue of the failure of Boltzmann's relaxation time approximation [3℄ in driven systems
far-from-equilibrium.
II.

EXPERIMENTS AND SOME RELATED MODELS

In a lu idly written review S her, Shlesinger and Bendler [4℄ fo us on experimental observations (1970's onwards)
and the origin of two power-law kineti s. For a few examples, we ite some transient photo urrent measurements [5℄
on a-Si:H, a-As2 Se3 et . and a ouple of hole transport [6℄ data on PVK and Si-MOS devi es, where two onse utive
power-law de ays, of the forms t−α and t−β (α, β > 0), overing one or more de ades in time ea h (with a rossover inbetween) were observed. Based on the ontinuous time random walk with a long-tailed power-law probability density
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Figure 1: (a) A typi al onguration of random metalli o-bonds in a L = 20, p = 0.3 RRN sample on a square latti e.
The insulating bonds are kept blank. This RRN onguration, being below its threshold of pc = 0.5, is not per olating (an
insulating RRN); (b) In the ensuing maximal (with fully statisti ally orrelated tunneling t-bonds) RRTN onguration, the
t-bonds (dashed lines) are pla ed between any two nearest neighbour o-bonds. They get a tivated when the potential dieren es
a ross them ex eed a mi ros opi voltage threshold, vg . With all the allowed t-bonds a tive, this maximal RRTN per olates
(is a ′ metallic′ RRTN).

fun tion for the random waiting times (release time of trapped arriers by tunneling), S her et al. [4℄ formulated a
theory regarding the above results. The latter long-tailed power-law fun tion violates the Central Limit Theorem,
sin e all of its moments in luding the rst (mean waiting-time) diverge. The unifying feature of the above random
walk is the s ale-invarian e of the shape of the relaxation urrent I(t), if one normalizes the time by a transit time
tr , whi h is a sample dependent parameter. This sto hasti theory by S her et al. [4℄ explains the results of many
early experiments, following the relation α + β = 2.
But, there is a huge variety of relatively re ent, more intriguing experiments on soft- ondensed or omplex systems
where the ouple of exponents α and β do not seem to follow any simple algebrai relation. Weron and Jurlewi z note
that an experiment on diele tri relaxation in a system of dipoles [7℄ involves the rossover between dierent forms
of self-similarity. They argue that [8℄ a ouple of power-law de ays appear due to the oupling of mi ro- lusters of
dipoles with a distribution of τ 's (i.e., multiple time-s ales). An experiment on uores en e intermitten y of single
ZnS over oated CdSe quantum dots [9℄, the distribution of on and o times (blinking kineti s) is reported to follow a
single power-law [25℄. In a biologi al system of photo-disso iated heme-proteins, the rebinding of the ligands of iron
(i.e., the CO and the O2 mole ules) is observed to follow an inverse power-law dynami s [10℄. In a theoreti al study
of the same work, Tsallis et al. [11℄ laim two inverse power-law regimes and demonstrated its possible onne tion
with nonextensive thermo-statisti s (entropy). Naudts and Cza hor [12℄ analyzed the data of many experiments
in luding those of [9, 10℄, and maintain that these two power-law de ays result from some hoi e of parameters of
their probability density fun tion. All of the above theories lead to the result that α < β , if two power-law relaxations
exist. In a dierent biologi al system, the dynami s of Ca hannels in living ells [13℄, the distribution of the survivaltimes of the hannels has been studied. A sto hasti dynami al model, with one dimensional geometry, was proposed
spe i ally to explain only the later power-law [14℄ dynami s [26℄.
Two power-law growths are also laimed to have been found, using atomi for e mi ros opy (AFM), in the early
dynami s of sputtered Ag parti les on Si(0 0 1) substrate [15℄. These authors relate the two dierent growth-dynami s
to two ompeting stru tural rearrangements at two dierent length-s ales. In the ase of the growth of a large single
DLA (diusion limited aggregation) luster, using upto 108 parti les in a omputer experiment, two power-laws seem
to di tate the growth pro ess as a fun tion [16℄ of a time-like entity. A similar theme has been ree ted in various
methods (e.g., the sol-gel method) of synthesis of nanomaterials [17℄. This involves a slow relaxation of restru turing
many lo al lusters by rossing the lo al barriers due to a aging ee t (typi al of liquid-like, amorphous or dense
granular materials) followed by (or, may be, added to) another slow relaxation of global restru turing of the lo al
lusters themselves. Even in some relatively re ent studies of ellular automata models of earthquakes [18℄, one
power-law dynami s seems to result under ertain hoi e of parameters.
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III.

A TUNNELING PERCOLATION MODEL

To study the basi physi s behind the transport properties within a minimal model, Sen and o-workers [19, 20℄
onstru ted a latti e based bond per olation model. In this model, in addition to the randomly pla ed ohmi bonds
(linear response) in the Random Resistor Network (RRN), tunneling bonds (t-bond) were introdu ed between two
nearest neighbour (nn) ohmi bonds (o-bonds) separated by one insulator only. This tunneling is a tually semiquantum or semi- lassi al in the sense that no quantum me hani al phase-information of the harge arriers appears
in the model. In the steady-state, a t-bond is insulating if the mi ros opi voltage dieren e a ross it (v) is less than
a xed voltage threshold (vg , identi al for all the t-bonds) and ondu ts linearly a urrent if v ≥ vg . Indeed, the
phenomenologi al parameters p and vg ensure that both the disorder and the oulomb intera tion (nonlinear response
[? ℄ as an out ome) is in-built in this model.
Histori ally [19℄, we all this tunneling-enhan ed per olation model as the Random Resistor um Tunneling Network
(RRTN). The appearen e of the t-bonds in this perfe tly orrelated, i.e., deterministi fashion is the origin of a very
low per olation threshold, in the RRTN model. For example, in the g.1(a), the RRN with p=0.3, does not per olate.
In this respe t, one may note that the per olation threshold for the RRN (square latti e) is pc = 0.50. But, the
maximal RRTN (where all the possible t-bonds, both along and a ross the eld, are a tive, i.e., ondu ts a maximum
possible urrent in the steady state) generated from that parti ular RRN, per olates as shown in the g.1(b). Standard
al ulations with nite-size s aling analysis, establishes a new per olation threshold of pct = 0.18 [20℄, for the maximal
RRTN.
Further, be ause of the nite threshold of the t-bonds, the bulk d ondu tan e G(V ) (dened either as VI or as
dI
dV ) is a strongly nonlinear urve, as stated earlier. At a su iently low voltage (below vg ), no t-bond is a tive,
and hen e the ee tive bulk ondu tan e is only due to the per olating ohmi ba kbone. So the G(V ) vs V graph
is parallel to the V -axis (falls on the V -axis if the ohmi ba kbone is non-per olating). This region is termed as
the lower linear/ohmi regime. Thereafter, under further in rement of the external voltage V , yet more mi ros opi
t-bonds ross the threshold (vg ), i.e., be ome a tive, and give rise to extra parallel paths in the network. At an very
high voltage [21℄ (asymptoti ally innite), all the possible t-bonds be ome a tive (i.e., reates a maximal RRTN) and
hen e the ondu tan e saturates to its largest possible value (for that parti ular onguration). Obviously, this region
belongs to the upper linear/ohmi regime. Other than the su ess of this dis rete model in understanding various
experiments on an ultra-low per olation threshold, and various aspe ts of nonlinear d and a responses, it has also
been quite useful for understanding some very unusual aspe ts observed in low-temperature variable range hopping
(VRH) ondu tion [22℄, and some interesting aspe ts of breakdown phenomena [23℄. Thus, even though, time enters
in an impli it fashion in some of the above studies, an expli it hara terization of the relaxation dynami s in the
RRTN model in the perspe tive of various experiments and models (as des ribed above) was onsidered ne essary.
IV.

NON-EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS IN THE RRTN MODEL

In this paper, we study the urrent relaxation dynami s towards a steady-state in the RRTN model. Away from
equilibrium, a t-bond with a mi ros opi v < vg behaves like a diele tri material between two metals (o-bonds); and
the resulting harging ee t gives rise to a displa ement urrent (C dv(t)
dt , where C is the apa itan e). Thus, a t-bond
gives rise to a displa ement urrent if v(t) < vg , and an `ohmi ' urrent if v(t) ≥ vg [24℄. For our al ulations, we use
the values of the mi ros opi ondu tan e go = 1.0 (o-bonds), gt = 10−2 (t-bonds), vg = 0.5, and C = 10−5 for the
t-bonds (in some arbitrary units).
In our numeri al study, we apply an uniform ele tri eld a ross RRTN's of dierent system sizes (L) and ohmi
bond on entrations (p). We study the evolution of the urrent in a RRTN starting from the swit hing on state until
it approa hes its asymptoti steady-state. To do this, we follow basi ally the urrent onservation (Kir hho's laws)
lo ally at ea h node of the latti e. The aim is to study the a hievement of a global urrent onservation as an out ome
of the lo al urrent onservation (hen e, the dynami s). A dis rete, s aled time unit has been hosen as one omplete
s an through ea h site of the latti e. This lo al onservation or the equation of ontinuity reads as,
X

inn (t) = 0,

∀t.

(1)

Here the sum has been taken over urrents inn (t) through various types of nearest neighbour (nn) mi ros opi bonds
around any node/site of the latti e. For the ase of a square latti e, one onsiders the four nn's around a node
inside the bulk (three and two nn's respe tively at any boundary or a orner). If eq. (1) were true simultaneously for
ea h site of the latti e, then the global onservation (the steady state) for the entire network would automati ally be
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Figure 2: Non-equilibrium dynami s in terms of a s aled time shows two initial power-law de ays (with intermediate rossover)
in the urrent relaxation for (a) one RRTN sample (p = 0.55, L = 60) with the exponents of 0.44 and 0.72; and (b) another
sample (p = 0.35, L = 80) where the exponents are 0.78 and 0.57 respe tively. The dynami s in the RRTN is always followed
by an exponentially de aying tail (not shown in the gures here) towards its steady state.

a hieved. As we need to start with an initial (arbitrary) mi ros opi voltage distribution, the eq. (1) would not hold
for all the sites of the latti e. Some orre tion term would be required at ea h site and this requirement leads to the
following time evolution algorithm whi h we all as the latti e Kir hho's dynami s:
P
inn (t)
v(j, k, t + 1) = v(j, k, t) + P
,
gnn

(2)

where gnn are the various mi ros opi ondu tan es of the nn bonds around the node (j, k). Then we numeri ally
solve a set of oupled dieren e equations on the latti e. The move towards a ma ros opi steady-state implies that
the dieren e of urrents through the rst and the last layers tends to zero as a fun tion of time. In pra ti e, the
system is onsidered to have rea hed its steady state when this dieren e de reases to a pre-assigned smallness.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

As shown in the gs. 2, we observe a non-Debye type urrent relaxation with two onse utive initial power-laws
(and a rossover in-between), ea h of them spanning at least a de ade. This asymptoti steady state urrent (whether
insulating or ondu ting) for any randomly hosen RRTN, is found to be very robust against any initiallly hosen
voltage distribution on the latti e. To analyse the urrent evolution of an insulating or a ondu ting sample on the
same footing, we subtra t the orresponding steady urrent, I(t → ∞), from the evolving urrent I(t) at the time
t. Our observation on the transient urrent response, indi ates learly the existen e of a ouple of initial power-laws,
whose exponents dier signi antly for systems with dierent ongurations, p, L and external voltage V . So, we
hoose to work with one sample at a time and analyze its results within our numeri al a ura y.
For example, in the g. 2(a), we show the dynami s for a sample with L = 60, p = 0.55, V = 2.0 and in the g 2(b)
another with L = 80, p = 0.35, V = 20.0. The rst gure (i.e., g. 2(a)) represents the lass of relaxation, where the
se ond exponent (0.72) is larger than the rst (0.44) (the only lass reported in our previous work at a parti ular
p = pc [24℄). There are quite a few theoreti al works [4, 8, 11℄ in this regard. Some other experiments [13, 14, 15℄ nd
a se ond exponent smaller than the rst. Sin e our earlier report [24℄, we have been able to reprodu e this other lass
of relaxation (e.g., g. 2(b) with the exponents 0.78, 0.57), as well, within the ontext of our RRTN. In spe ial ases,
we do nd only one power-law relaxation, whi h may be onsidered to be the borderline between the above two, or as
the merging of the two power-law exponents. Further, we do not nd any parti ular relation between the exponents.
Next, the existen e or the la k of any asymptoti exponential kineti s is not expli itly stated in most of them. Indeed,
in some of the theoreti al studies (e.g. in [4, 8, 16℄), the se ond power-law persists upto asymptoti ally innite times.
This trend an not des ribe the possiblity for these systems to rea h an appropriate steady state. In ontrast, beyond
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the power-law relaxations (whether one or two), our model a quires a relaxation time τ and the system follows a fast
exponential dynami s as a pre ursor of a nal steady state whi h is ee tively diusive (or ohmi ). Obviously, the
power-law relaxations at times t < τ imply a strong deviation from the Boltzmann's relaxation time approximation
(i.e., strongly non-Debye type).
As far as the origin of the two power-law dynami s are on erned, we have already outlined the main ontent of
some of them [4, 8, 11, 12, 14, 18℄ in the se tion on experiments. In most of them they o ur due to lo al stru tural
rearrangements pre eding the nal global stru tural rearrangements. In our ase, the basi stru ture in a parti ular
sample is reated on e for all, and it is the elds a ross the bonds whi h keep hanging in su h a fashion that the lo al
onservation (Kir hho's laws at ea h node) dominates the rst power-law regime and the global urrent onservation
is dominated in the latter power-law regime (of ourse, there are the required stru tural rearrangements of the a tive
t-bonds). So, it is interesting that these two very dierent me hanisms give rise to a qualitatively identi al out ome.
Further, sin e the power-law dynami s o urs even for p's away from pc or pct , it learly demonstrates that they are
not organized by any type of riti ality. Finally, as dis ussed above, while most of the other theoreti al works, are
destined to get only one lass of two-power-law relaxation behaviour (namely, α < β ), the RRTN dynami s has the
ability to apture both of the lasses for dierent sets of parameters.
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